
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 3

Open sets. In a matric space (X,d), a subset UIXis

called open if it is a union of open balls.

Obs. A set 1 is open <=> NxtU, I ball Ba(x) =Mg
i.e. every point in a comes with an entourage.

Prof. =>. LetU =VBi, where each Biis a ball.
itI

Let's firstprove this for one ball Br (y).

X.+
Tn ExGBr(y), Bro(x) =Br(s) fr

Br(s y i'v=v- d(x,3). Riesholds beare of
the n-inequality.

For a general D:WBi, if xGK, then xCBiC

(5)for some it]so by the above argument,
Bril)?Bi or some v'>0.

E. Suppose thatevery XtU comes with an entourage
BxCU. Then UxUBx.



Hosure properties. In my
matric space (X,1), the class of

open ats in closed under Carbitrarg)unious
and finite intersection.

Proof. Theclosure under union follows from the definition.
As for finite intersections, it is enough to show

for two sets of the rest follows by induction.
Ut 2,VeX be open sets. FixxtUNV.

28
T 500s.t.Br()ER

at 5vc.t. Br() =V.

Then, letting ritminiru, M3,
We get Br() = UNV,

Examples and monexapls.

In IR with usual metric, thefollowing sets are open:
open intervals (bounded or not

any union ofopen intervals

Proposition. Every open set in ID is a disjoint
union of countably many open

intervals.

Proof. HW. Hint:Ctblily follows by finding



a unique rational in each.
For the existence, prove that each point
is contained in a maximal interval.

thefollowing sets are not open in 1:

a singleton (x3.

jo3 =GNC-win),Rusirref-e
may

not be
open.

X= 0, 1) with the usual matric. Then

pt.Dinovera linked, it isa ball

around 0 of radius E).

In 192 with
any p-netric,the following are open:

open balls circles

open rectances
⑨

letfilRSR be continuous.
Then 3(x,y)<1R2:y <f(x)3. HW



In the Cantor space
2 (or Baire space (NY),

the following are open:
the cylinders:for a file word W-2N

Cfrmally, ACN:=V AY),

j the set [v] :=(0x: x ( IN)
W &

=Sy(2N .

y
=wx3

..... isopenpieit's anopen ballarou...
[w]z

2) Proposition. Every open set in 2'N
or INN is a disjoint

union of ably many
.D cylinders.

Set theoretic digression. INXIN is ctbl.
Proof. .......

↑

S
·X
I
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Any singleton (x) is notopen in CNor IN



In X:= (x), this (x) is open.
In Xi=207 V (1,2), 303 is an open ball of
radius I.

Bot. In a metric
space (x,d), for a setY= X,

an interior

&r some appointofvapointyt.BeCylet
4, isthe set of all interior points.

Note. A set is open if it's equal do its interior.

Obs. VUCX, its interior is open.
Proof. If Ba(x)cYthen every point yeBs(x) is an

interior point, so intu) is the union of all such
balls Ba().

Obs. In fact, int(4) is the a-maximum open
subset

of Y.

Proof. Let's be another open subset ofY. Then each

point of ' is an interior point, hence 4's iuf(r).



Excoples. In IR, int (10,1) =(0,1).
In 10,1, int (20,2]) =[0,Z.
In 1R, int(01=0, int(R Q1) =D.
In IR, lt SqnSueIN, let U =NCan-2m,9,te)
This U isopen and dense

size OU. ButIRIU is nonempts
bases the"length"of U is is 12.2.
int (1(U) =0buse RED
but the "length"of RIU is

Terminology.Aneighbourhood ofa ptxtX is a sets

Sot.xtint(s), i.e. BWIS forsome asp.
a-neighborhood

An open neighbourhood is an open neighbourhood.
-RAI An Saneishbourhood of a point x is a neighbour-

hood contained in Balx.

Oer. An isolated pointin a metric space (x,d) is a

point x6X1.t. (x) is open Coquivalently,
(x) =Bg(x) for some 350).

Exaple. O in X = =3030 (1,2).



Wef. Amatric space is discrete if every point is isolated.

Exaples, NN,1" ar discrete matric space with
the usual metrics.
⑫is not a discrete metric space,
in fact it is perfect, i.e. there are
no isolated points.
X := 3t: nENT) is discrete
but there is no minimum distance
between two point. SiftIndeed, d(t,h) <te0.
x==903US:nCN) is not discrete

since O is notisolated.
Atthe

Det. We call two retrics , de on X bi-Lipschitz
equivalent if 5 (,020 s.t.

Cd2 =d= Odz. Denote this by dimde
We call di, de equivalent if the metic

space (x,d)of (X,du) have the same open sets.

Denote this by d,ords.



Obs. d,r,da => dirds butthe converse is false,
for example:IPal & the usual metric of
d'i=min 31,13. Then deedbuta fed'

Proof. HW.


